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ABSTRACT
Software variability is largely accepted and explored in software engineering and seems to have become a norm and a must, if only in the context of product lines. Yet, the removal of superfluous or unused artefacts and functionalities is an inevitable trend. It is frequently investigated in relation to software bloat. This paper is essentially a call to the community on software variability to devise methods and tools that will facilitate the removal of unneeded variability from software systems. The advantages are expected to be numerous in terms of functional and non-functional properties, such as maintainability (lower complexity), reliability, and performance (smaller binaries).
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1 WHY REMOVING VARIABILITY?
To support and deliver values to a wide spectrum of users, today’s software systems include an abundance of features that tend to expand over time in real-world industrial contexts [9, 29]. For instance, a highly complex system is the Linux kernel with more than 25 M lines of code and 20 K configuration options, and it keeps growing [13, 17]. Current software development approaches also strive for increasing variability in software systems. To enable expanding features, significant progress is being made in the forward and reverse engineering of software variability, which is frequently mentioned in research on software reuse, software families, or software product lines (SPL) (e.g., [3, 4, 6, 14, 19]). But, in the frame of variability management and evolution, the need for a systematic removal of superfluous or underutilized variability has received far less to no attention from the community in software variability.

Since more support for usage context in a software system is desirable, the removal of variability might look counter-intuitive. Hence, the question is: how reducing variability can be a good idea?

The ultra-high amount of variability in software systems is exceeding human and even machine limits to deal with it, namely, to manage, test, comprehend, or even be able to use every feature or option ever [13, 17]. Xu et al. [34] show that up to 54.1% of configuration options in a system are rarely set by any user. Some systems are also completely avoided by users, who are overwhelmed by the too many choices available [16, 30]. More often, end-users lack the expertise and time to configure the system to get the right functional and non-functional properties for their usage context.

Yet, Soto-Valero et al. [27] show that up to 75.1% of software libraries that exist in a software system are not needed to compile and run it. Still, they are packed in the system binaries. Quite similarly, 75% of feature toggles, a temporary form of variability, become unused after 49 weeks [10, 22]. It’s normal to imagine an underutilized feature or library could be useful in the future, yet the opposite is true. However, 89.2% of libraries as direct dependencies that are unused today in a software system will likely never be used [27]. These and similar findings show that today’s software systems, ranging from small-scale size utilities in Unix [9, 18] to large-scale size web browsers, such as Chromium [20, 18], are bloated.

Discovering the unneeded variability in software systems is not trivial and is a complex socio-technical task. So, why should someone bother and remove variability from a codebase?

Removing unneeded or unused variability from software systems is very important first because it can negatively impact the system security: the disabled or never used features in a software system may contain security vulnerabilities that could be exploited, threatening the whole system and its users. On the other hand, the attacker can for example chain small code sequences called gadgets and threaten the security of the system [20, 25]. The larger the binary size of a software system, the larger its attack surface [2].

Another reason lies in the system’s reliability. Studies show that many software failures arise from the misconfiguration of software systems [24, 35]. In such cases finding the cause of a failure among large sets of options is difficult. Moreover, unused variability can introduce technical debt, for example, when a feature toggle has served its purpose and needs to be removed from the codebase [22].

Poor configuration choices in a software system may also result in bad or even its worst possible performance (see e.g., Hadoop [8]). Assuming that the unused features may be among the poor choices and will further degrade system performance is reasonable. Moreover, software systems and their variability grow whether or not there is a rational need for them [9], and successful and widely used software systems tend to become encrusted with dubious features [18]. Some unnecessarily added features can even change the primary purpose of a system and threaten its reliability. Last but not least, attempting to use stale variability within a system has the power to bankrupt the entire company, as in the often-cited
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case of the Knight Capital Group. It unintentionally did a poor use of a stale feature toggle, causing it to lose more than 460 M dollars in 45 minutes and go bankrupt [5, 28].

Thus, exploring methods and tools for removing underutilized variability from software systems is vital and a realistic way to reduce system complexity and testing burden, improving its comprehension, reliability, security, maintainability, and performance.

2 HOW TO REMOVE VARIABILITY

Why is removing variability not yet a major trend?

First, because removing code in general, including variability, is not a rewarding activity for developers and product (line) managers, since it does not bring any new functionality or feature.

The main challenge to stakeholders in removing variability is the lack of automated or integrated technologies. In general, there are limited studies, understanding, and expertise on removing variability, specifically how stakeholders (may) operate over software artefacts in modern development workflows. To confirm our assumption, we investigated all publications in the past 10 years in the VaMoS 1 and SPLC 2 venues. Specifically, we searched the presence of "remove", "reduce", "deblob", and "delete" keywords, including their variations, in their title. It resulted that only 3 papers contain the word "reducing", but they are about reducing feature models or energy consumption, and not variability 3. The existing technologies for removing code, such as dead code, technical debt, or software bloat, perhaps can be adapted to a certain extent. But, our call is for removing variability, which is different from disabling it, debloating system binaries [26, 33], or removing an unreachable piece of code.

Thus this section elaborates on possible research directions to support variability removal, discussing early attempts in literature.

Debloating variability. Software debloating has been recently explored to reduce the size of deployed containers [23], or reduce the attack surface of specific programs (e.g., [7, 11, 12, 21, 25, 26, 31, 32]). Often, proposed approaches debloat a system compiled binaries [20, 33], remove its unused libraries [27], and rarely configuration options [12]. Existing approaches are all heirs of existing codebase, so that with limited effort developers can pilot tools to remove specific variability in a software system. A second and unexplored direction is to design, by construction, variability-rich systems that are “variability removal friendly”. Extensibility and modularity, two key principles of software engineering, have been subject to intensive inquiry; we argue that similar research should be conducted now to ease variability removal. In both cases, the technical process should also include the removal of all other artefacts bound to a variability unit, such as tests or comments. Ideally, the removed system after removing some variability should not only be compilable and functional but also well formatted.

Removing variability: application or domain engineering? Currently, there are very few proposed methodologies to support variability removal and quantifying its benefits. A notable case is the semi-automated approach of Piranha to remove stale feature toggles in Uber applications realized in Java, Swift, and Object-C [22]. In general, we are missing studies that observe how developers remove code and specifically variability-related code. We ignore what are the difficulties of removing variability. Characterizing and understanding such difficulties could help to design tools supporting their activities. There also exists little quantification of the human cost of removing variability. Another open question is how to integrate variability removal as part of modern development workflows (i.e., code reviews, continuous integration, issues, ticketing systems, etc.).

Revisiting the reverse engineering of variability. Numerous works have been conducted on the reverse engineering of variability and to specifically create variability representations of artefacts in other forms or at higher levels of abstraction. Feature extraction and location have for example been subject to intensive research [1]. In our case, removing unused variability in existing systems requires locating and tracing variability that can cross-cut numerous functions, classes, modules, or files. Reverse engineering approaches have been proposed to support the maintenance and re-engineering of legacy variability-rich systems; most of the literature aims to add features and create new variants with richer functionalities. We make the point that reverse engineering techniques should be revisited in light of a new objective, that is, of removing the unneeded variability from legacy software systems while expecting novel and more precise variability location methods and metrics.

Designing for variability removal. We argue that, when developing software variability, developers should also pursue the objective of easing the removal of variability. Developers should thus find it gratifying to remove features and quantify its benefits. Any newly devised approach should support the removal of different variability units, be they features, configuration options, settings, or feature toggles. To this end, we see two complementary paths. First, the development of automated tools and methods to address a legacy, existing codebase, so that with limited effort developers can pilot tools to remove specific variability in a software system. A second and unexplored direction is to design, by construction, variability-rich systems that are “variability removal friendly”. Extensibility and modularity, two key principles of software engineering, have been subject to intensive inquiry; we argue that similar research should be conducted now to ease variability removal. In both cases, the technical process should also include the removal of all other artefacts bound to a variability unit, such as tests or comments. Ideally, the remained system after removing some variability should not only be compilable and functional but also well formatted.

Developers’ workflow for removing variability. Currently, there are very few proposed methodologies to support variability removal and quantifying its benefits. A notable case is the semi-automated approach of Piranha to remove stale feature toggles in Uber applications realized in Java, Swift, and Object-C [22]. In general, we are missing studies that observe how developers remove code and specifically variability-related code. We ignore what are the difficulties of removing variability. Characterizing and understanding such difficulties could help to design tools supporting their activities. There also exists little quantification of the human cost of removing variability. Another open question is how to integrate variability removal as part of modern development workflows (i.e., code reviews, continuous integration, issues, ticketing systems, etc.).
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allow developers to then systematically configure what variability can be easily removed in the future for any product. If not designed for removal, the counterpart is that this lifting has arguably a development cost. Overall, it is an open question of where to position the removal of variability as part of SPL engineering.

Scenarios for removing variability. One possible scenario is to remove all variability (a.k.a., based on a usage profile), for example, fixing a configuration once and for all and forbidding any reconfiguration at roll-time. This scenario is extreme and not applicable in many contexts, since users would lack the needed flexibility for their systems [33]. Another scenario is to find the unused variability units (e.g., stale feature toggles) and remove them. In a sense, the variability space is specialized and gradually reduced. Ideally, developers should have the power to control what variability can be removed and kept.

3 CONCLUSION
As we are already aware, we are surrounded by variability in our software world. The ability of a software system to be efficiently extended, changed, and customized for use in a particular context is precisely what makes software "soft" and adaptable. Hence, although not new in the software world, the idea of removing software variability might sound counter-intuitive at first.

But there is evidence that software systems are bloated with variability units (i.e., features and options). Removing variability is a missing piece in the research landscape in software variability. In this paper, we call for developing approaches and tools by our community which will facilitate the removal of variability and bloat from software systems, as a way to improve their security, performance, reliability, comprehension, maintainability, and testing.
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